
 

Cooperative Training Program Weekly Session Plan 
Age Group: U8’s & U9’s – Week 1 

On the Ball Skills 

Explanation 

The coach should demonstrate dribbling into free space, keeping         
the ball close to their feet with small touches, using the inside and             
outside of the foot. Show the players one skill at a time and let              
them practice while dribbling. Allocate a number for each skill. As           
the coach calls the number, players perform that skill. 

Coaching Points:  

★ Soft touches with the insides and outsides of both feet 
★ Keep heads up to dribble into space 
★ Knees Bent when performing skills 
★ Change the way the players dribble within the area, 

progressing to other dribbling techniques 
★ Introduce 1 skill at a time 

  
Dribbling Gates 
  
Explanation 

The coach should demonstrate the dribbling technique       

required for this, for example inside and outside of both          

feet. The coach can then change the dribbling technique         

after every minute. Lastly, this can progress to executing a          

turn within each gate for double points such as the drag           

back. 

 
Coaching Points: 

★ Inside, outside, sole of the foot dribbling. 

★ Left foot / right foot only 

★ Close control with soft touches. 

★ Head up to dribble to the free gate 

★ Accelerate into the free gate. 

 



 

Dynamic 1v1’s goals  

Explanation 

On the coaches’ signal of passing a ball into the middle of the             
field, the 1st player from each line run around their goal and into             
the field to compete 1v1. The coach should encourage the          
players to use On the Ball Skills to beat their defender. Once a             
goal is scored or the ball goes out of play, the players return to              
their teams and the next player starts. 

Coaching Points:  

Attacker 

★ Soft touches with the insides and outsides of both feet 
★ Attack defender at speed 
★ Change direction 
★ Use On the Ball Skills e.g (Scissors, Sole Roll, Body Fake) 

 

Formation – 7-aside (1-3-3)  

Explanation 

For young players to understand, set them up in this shape and            
explain that these positions are their ‘starting positions’.        
Therefore, when the shape is lost, you can ask your players to            
return to their starting positions. Also explain that only 1 player           
should close down a player with the ball, everyone else          
maintains shape in their position. This is also referred to the           
closest player to the ball closes down. Encourage your team to           
play out from the back into wide defenders and throw ins to be             
taken by the left or right back, with corners being taken by the             
wingers 

Coaching points:   

★ 1 left, 1 right, 1 middle 

★ Starting Positions 

★ Closest player to the ball closes down 

★ 1 player to the ball 

★ Defend as a team, attack as a team 

★ Play out from the back 

 


